
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH CUSTOMERS/AGENTS ON 

MATTERS CONCERNING HOUSING & REAL ESTATES AND CONSULTANCY 

SERVICES 

Form No:___________________    On________________ 

 

I/we ________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Holder(s) of Reg.(CNI) No:__________________________, Tel No:_______________________________ 

A client/Agent of LEGACY WORLD CLASS BUSINESSES LIMITED, on matters 

relating to: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Haven understood that Legacy is a Service Assistant Business by nature and has only information 

to sell out or give to its clients, therefore considers information its most powerful product 

wherewith it links its clients to products/services available.  Also bearing in mind  that the 

information its gives to its clients  and the public constitutes the prime base for the  trust 

bestowed on its products/services, thus counts information as a trade secret and even the 

products and services it links its clients to too to be personal/confidential in nature.  

 

By this, I acknowledge and agree on the following: 

 

1. That the client/ agent must furnish Legacy Ltd with all material evidence/information 

necessary for the effective completion of task by Legacy Ltd. Clients must pledge without 

doubt that the material evidence/information provided is factual and up to date thereby 

accepting liability for any defective material evidence/information provided or withheld. 

 

2. The agent/landlord/customer must notify legacy Ltd on any change of status on the 

Property concerned so as to avoid misrepresentation and double dealing. Failure to do this 

may attract damages payable to Legacy Ltd or its clients. 

 

3. That the clients will treat all information gotten from Legacy Ltd as a priced product and 

must therefore treat such with due care, professionalism and good faith. It is a product to 



 

 

be consumed on individual basis rather than collective. Any information shared outside 

this agreement must be judged to be of good faith and either informative or appreciative 

in nature. 

 

4. That no behind communication shall exist between the actual buyer 

(relatives/collaborators) and seller/owner of the services/products for which the 

relationship was initiated by Legacy Ltd unless agreed upon by both parties.  That such 

acts shall be considered as betrayal of trust and thus damages in cash shall be paid for all 

expenses presumed to have been incurred by Legacy ltd in creating such contacts, 

advertising and time wasted in sustaining such contacts until date of the breach of 

commitment. 

 

5. That all fees or charges agreed upon must be paid before the commencement of service 

by Legacy ltd. All unpaid fees or charges will/may constitute a reason for non completion 

of desired task by Legacy Ltd or a claim in Lawsuit against client for any breach of 

commitment, omission, change of mind or any other reason that has caused loss to either 

party. 

 

6. That Legacy Ltd shall is not be liable for any further engagement with the client after 

performing its duties as agreed except on mutual consent. 

 

7. That Legacy Ltd is not liable or obliged to perform or refund any service or amount of 

money to a client for any wrong decision, prolonged judgment or change of mind made 

independently by the client.  However, the client may still be liable to pay/indemnify 

Legacy Ltd for  damages or  expenses already engaged  in  as  a result  of  the original 

arrangement and  a new  arrangement can be  reached  for further completion of  task or 

the performance of other services. 

 

8. That Legacy Ltd shall not sell/reveal  the secrets shared with its clients to any  third  party 

except  its is  required by law or is necessary  to foster  the realization of  the  said 

objective wherein  the interest of its clients must be  the utmost priority. 

 

9. That Legacy Ltd  shall  perform all services  agreed upon and  within the timeframe 

necessary with due care, professionalism and good faith to the  degree and extent which 

it  purports on its credentials and  thus  shall  be liable  to all omissions, neglect  and 

misconduct in handling its  committed tasks. 

 

10. Other specificities maybe included on this agreement as pertain to individual arrangement 

without which this document shall serve as the basic document for all engagements 

between Legacy World Class Businesses Limited and its clients. 

 



 

 

11. Any other agreement by parties orally shall also be binding so far as they tie with the 

above key points. 

 

12. Attached  to this  document is/are other documents relating to the  nature  of business 

engaged in with Legacy Ltd such  as application forms, product  description, receipts, 

price lists  etc and must therefore be guarded judiciously alongside this  agreement for 

reference and future need. 

 

Haven read with understanding and consenting to the above points, this document shall bind 

both parties in law and in tort as from the moment of signature.  

 

 

 

Clients’ Signature       LWCB Ltd management 


